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ABSTRACT 

The development of school towards a paradigm - partial or holistic, transmissive or 
transformational, automatic or holistic - depends on the answer to a basic anthropo
logical question, i. e. whether school educates a divided or integrative individual and 
human personality. The question is whether this open, limited and mortal person can 
be holistic. To a holistic person just a holistic education suits. Our aim is to determine 
whether the curricular reform, completed in 1999, put forward a thorough anthro
pological transformation from a divided to a uniform person reflected in the relation 
between the existent eight-year and the evolving nine-year school. 

By comparing the learning, teaching and thinking styles in the eight- and nine-year 
school (on a small random selection of 3 nine-year and 3 eight-year schools), we have 
tried to establish whether the characteristics of the transmissive school model have 
already changed in some respect and in which terms they are supposed to change in 
order to make the teaching and learning human being - homo educator and homo 
educans - more uniform. 

In transformation school, teaching styles denote learning in the broadest sense. This 
means the use of such flexible styles of teaching, thinking and learning that entail many 
layers of existence and not just one, e.g. the rational or the empirical. At the outset we 
observed didactical performance and/or improvement in teaching one scientific and 
one social subject and one language at the six chosen schools. \Ve have based our find
ings on interpretation of the empirical research instruments, e.g. questionnaires and 
interviews for teachers and students. 

Most of the Slovene primary schools are still of the eight-year. The curricular reform 
has not yet gained ground. Therefore, no unambiguous answer can be given to the 
above mentioned question. However, it is encouraging to note that there are signs of 
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a transformation process in the eight-year school even though it is probable that the 
transmission model is prevailing due to the known factors. 

KEY WORDS transmissive school paradigm, transformational school paradigm, critical think

ing, learning, primary school, educational anthropology 

POLEMICS REGARDING STARTING POINTS OF THE REFORM OF THE SLOVENE 
SCHOOL - A WAY TOWARDS A CRITICAL CONCEPT OF THE EDUCATION 
HUMAN BEING 

It was the idca of former minister of education GABER to open up the currem school sys
tem for organ isarional and functional upgrading. This is a good starting point for discussion 
on the transformational school model, are the teachers' answers to the questionnaires which 
indicate their beliefs that thcy develop pupils" critical thinking sufficiently. exercise inter
personal interaction and make use of dialogues through which pupils can establish their 
independence and strengthcn their personality. We will recognize different answers to the 
main question of how qualitative education is possible. 

Every new school represents an educational and anthropological challenge 1. With 
Slovene independence. Slovene schools have become pluralistic - there is now more 
than one type of school (e. g. WALDORF primary school, different types of grammar 
schools and of other 1ypes of secondary schools) and they assume a different concept of a 
human being according to which side of the human being is given most prominence. The 
WALDORF school follows the teaching of its initiator STEINER and stresses the impor
tance of thc spiritual side of a human being; denominational grammar schools stress the 
religiL)Us side: classical grammar schools develop a human being as a being of languages: 
the ne\v nine-year primary school brings to the fore development of pupils· critical think
ing. pulting pupils in less stressful situations, interdisciplinary approaches to reaching etc. 
(Primary School of TRNOVO, 2000). The school of JANKO GLAZER is based on 1he 
concept ofW. GLASSER (1994). However, not only systemic changes lead to educational 
plurality but also changes in educational practice bringing about new theoretical chal
lenges: the post-modern discussions on the human being can be seen as discussions on the 
spirit of the time2 . 

The question of the relation between external control and self-control of students 
is springing up again. Some public schools have been still too controlled and have not had 
s:nough self-regulation and self-control, which should be necessary because of multicul
turalism in ,ociety. The institutional agents of political and educational culture have been 
discordant and diffused. There are JANKO GLAZER primary school, working in accord
ance with the model of control theory of William GLASSER, a primar1 school comprising 
ekmcnts of Montessori pedagogics, the WALDORF kindcrgarten, primary school and also 

1 LJuc~iti.)nal and anthropolog1cal r.:actions to the challenge ofpractH.:al teaclung ~m.: 11unh:rous Rec-.:1111~ t\\ll pub\1catiot1s h:nl' 
bcrn ,s,ucJ f'rocccd111gs IO\ek Ill kunkul (Ed NOVAK, 21100) anJ Authropolog,cal Notebooks Year 2000. /so I 
2 t'ur the 1ntcrd1~c1pl111ary c0111;ept of th~ post-modem human bc111g, see SUPEK ( 1996) and for the phtlosopli1cal <.:nnccpt '.->Cl.! 
RIJS 120lill) 
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a first grade of the WALDORF grammar school. There are also many types of grammar 
school: general. classic_ technical. a11 grammar school and a grammar school with conces
sion (PLEVNIK, 1998). Striving for quality and pluralism of culture and different kinds of 
schools without bureaucratic security is just as important as differentiation between public 
and private alternative schools. Differentiation of educational culture is thus reflected. 

An analogical situation is found in pedagogy. Spiritual pedagogy prioritises 
wisdom i. e. educational knowledge that can help us by personal and spiritual growth. 
Pragmatic pedagog)' prioritises knowledge that equips us for successful social functioning. 
reform pedagogy gives priority to experience over cognition and social critical pedagogy 
discover~ the double nature of knowledge. which on the other hand leads to control over 
our behaviour and on the other hand prepares us for emancipation (ERMANC, 2000). In 
response to public opinion. the Slovenian liberal school policy has introduced the prag
matic concept of assessment which is based on the partial knowledge. 

In the recent past. the concept of the uniform, socialistic and self-managing school 
made the process of nationalisation possible. entailing the leading role of the League of 
Communists and a uniform educational purpose of the all-round personality. In the last 
decade, the liberal-democratic and laic bases of the pluralistic primary school provide for 
an open anthropological concept which is not unifonn in content. instead it develops just 
particular segments. There are many reasons why only one explicit concept of (primary) 
school is no longer possible: (I) there is no uniform concept of a human being, (2) there are 
more anthropological and educational concepts than could be put into educational practice 
(WULF. 1994, SCAGLIOSO. 1998), (3) the school is a complex institution in an ever more 
complex society (STRAJN, 1998), (4) there is no monopolistic ideology. Private schools 
opt for one of the many educational and anthropological concepts as their foundation. The 
centralised public school - state - dependent - does not accept any of the concepts as the 
state does not set any educational objectives within their scope. The way to a new educa
tional concept of a particular public school is the way to their autonomy. This is a long and 
bumpy road. 

In the last decade the Slovene school has turned from a school of education/ 
upbringing to school of knowledge ( MARENTIC POZARNIK, 1998). As the concepts of 
transmission (in the sense of teaching). acquisition (in the sense of learning) and assessment 
of knowledge were differentiated. the shift docs not in itself mean a shift of the school para
digm3 from transmissive to transformational, from autocratic to democratic, from mainly 
reproductive to innovative. from programme-centred to ecological, from a strictly rational 
school of specialised argumentation to a school where not only scientific literacy but also 
emotional literacy is considered, and from a school as an inert institution to a dynamic 
school. Although this shift cannot be seen at some schools, and can hardly be seen at the 
others, educational anthropology4 has still to identify these movements, assign them some 
reason and has to find an answer as to what a transition to the transformational, holistic 

3 In thi.: philosophy or Si..'.11..'.lli..'.t:, T Kuhn \\as the first to LJLn..:st1011 tht.: su1tab1!ity of a parad1grn. He ass1gHi.;:J vanous mearnngs to c1 

pa1ad1t",rn Theordic1ans oftht.: '8(h mzll"kcJ a d1v1J-: bo.:t\\l!i..!ll th-: old sc1cnt1f1c paradigm - zilso rcrerrcd to as Cartesian, n1echa111-
cal, N..:\\to111an and the new one v-.'hldi 1s evuluuonaG-, sdf-,ffga111saunnal, urgan1c, ho\JstIC, new and orga111sal1onal In connec
lldn with this, tra11sitio11 from the 1ransm1ss1\·c school parad1g.111 (pattern, modd) to the transformational 1s mcn1Jo11ed 
4 - Some papers Ill the prncct.:d1ngs 10\.d. Ill kurikul aim at analysing the di!Tcrcnct.:s hct\\een thi.: human beings as they \\Crc 
dt.:s1gni.:d and as they are A similar s1tuar1011 1s found 111 pllys1cal anthropology. There exist more archeolog1cal dist:ovcncs than 
this science can adcquatt.:ly rct:ogn1:,;e with its th1.."n1y (CREMO, THOMPSON, 1996) 
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paradigm means at the turn of the century coinciding with the transition from the industrial 
to the informational society. 

The contemporary Slovene public school is not a school for work and further edu
cation (with the exception of professional and vocational schools) but it is a school where 
Kll(m ledge is prevalent. Gradually, differentiation of knowledge is gaining ground. bring
ing about the new culture of assessing and evaluation; however, this knowledge still does 
not incorporate wisdom. Even the subjech such as ethics and society. religion and ethics 
coul<l not !'ill this gap: however, the subject of civic education in the last but one grade both 
of primary school and the civic culture in the last grade put forward a human being as a 
political being and an active and well-read citizen of the Republic of Slovenia. The optional 
subjects learning to be in the last triad of the primary school, and learning to learn in the 
grammar school. considering Memorandum on Lifelong Learning (Council of Europe, 
200 I L research camps. research projects and project work have giwn more prominence to 
the human being as a learning being (Latin homo educans). At the same time. development 
of learning differentiates between the teaching styles of homo educator. 

EXCELLING THE TRANSMISSIVE SCHOOL PARADIGM 

The school paradigm is defined by (lack of) autonomy of participants in education and of 
school in relation to the politics. Only an autonomous school can become a central institu
tion of the society but decentred from the school policy. The Slovene school is centralised; 
h,mever this doe, not make it a monopolistic and ideological state apparatus as long as the 
stalL' gives up ideology. However. the school is still under the influence of the liberal ideol
ogy (PFDICEK. 1998). It can also bi: characterised by lack of time for subjectiveness and 
suhjective knowledge \\hich kads to pupils' lack of internal motivation. 

PEDICTK ( 1992. I 99..\, l 998) laid the foundations for educational anthropology 
a discipline offering an answer to the essential questions of the changing school paradigm 

from mechanical to holistic. As the Slovene liberal school did not make this shirt with the 
attainment of the anainmcnt of Slovene independence. PEDlCEK. like SVETINA, ( 1992) 
addressed critical remarks to it with reference to the spiritual dimension of a human being. 
Unlike PEDlCEK. SVETINA stressed the importance of competitiveness of the Slovene 
school regarding thi: position it takes between the eastern and western culture. PEDICEK 
also stressed the significance of the educational. organisational. political and systemic 
<limcnsions of school. SVETlN/\ limited himself just to the structural layers of a human 
being, ranging from biological. psychological. social or cultural to spiritual, whereas 
l'EDICTK also considered the phase-development of a human being. going from birth to 
death. Thus both of them have opened up a way to specification of lifelong learning accord
ing to special periods of life. 

It is yet tu become clear which model of spiritual culture our schools will take 
as a paradigm l'or its <lcvt:lopmcnt. SVETINA (1992) wanted to integrate our schools in 
an international flow of Eastern and Western cultures. Realisation of SVETINAs model 
in school is questionable because it is not acceptable for each type of state and private 
school. 

SVFTINA'S and WAITERS' ( \!/ALTERS. 1990) vision of the upbringing for 
human lifr have included also preventive action based on old wisdom. Despite its pru-
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dence, the wisdom does not belong essentially to our public school system. The teaching 
of the nature of inner man is lacking in the primary and secondary school. The students 
get a little information about it from the teacher of psychology, the Slovene language and 
sometimes in some other class. So the subject of philosoph) exists only in the fourth class 
of grammar school. In the coming years two new facultative subjects will be introduced 
into school: the subjl?ct of religion and ethics into primary school and culture and ethics 
into secondar: school. 

The aim of school is to teach stud.-:nts how th.-:y can control the external material 
world, because if the) can control the inner psychological ,1 orld. they can also control the 
external one. Therefore the right education is self-education 11 ith the utensil of maturity 
(WALTERS, 1990). Our civilisation and culture inknd to control the external world. but 
the upbringing for the future should insist on the control of our subjective world and prove 
that we can regulate ourselves. 

Educational anthropology is an experiment in the imerdisciplinary synthesis of all 
sciencl?s which are occupil?d with educational questions. It is less developed in our country 
than in the Central and Western European Counties. 

Th.-: polic: k1s to regulate education in the sense whid1 foresees developmental 
degrees and the tkxible adaptation to anticipakd cultural needs of the future. School 
administration docs not tr:- to introduce SVFTINAS. WALTERS' or GLASSER ·s model 
of the good school becaust: of its pragmatic po! icies. 

The i:ctucatiunal anthropology maintains that the dn elopment of education is 
associated 11 ith the development of an individual human personality and with social 
developml?nt. The main problem in this development is the i,sue of its many-sidedness 
and, related to it. of its sustainability. Today. a hypothesis that is becoming upheld is that 
human development will be kss sustainable and future-oriented the more human education 
becomes one-sided. and thl?rt..:fore the development of all human la) l?rs or dimensions will 
be neglected. The holistic paradigm should enabk 1.?nforcl?nH.:nl of sustainable development 
and qualiP, or lik. On the one hand. a human being. de,igncd to be holistic. can organ
ise th.-: educ,1tional process holistically, on the other. the critical analysis of the results of 
learning and learning elticiency indicates that thi, objecti1e has only partly reached. We 
can establish that the current curricular reform l1as not sufficiently set the development of 
pupils' and kacheh· 111,lll)-sided and 1arious dimensions nf a human being and pa11ner. 
but the same rnuld be :h,e11.:d also for any other reform because the holism is a utopia -- it 
makes sense to try to aehiC\~' it but due to the difference between the possible and the real
ity. it can nC\ er he comi1k1ed. Due to the diffcr1.?11t and conflicting interests of education. 
thl? p,1st-modern education i, by no means a kss perfect project than was the (pre-)modern 
education. 

The npcnnc,s and imperfection or the modern human being manifest themselves 
in education 5 many C\ternai and internal factors having an influence on the school para
digm. which i:, consl?quently affected. The school p:.1radigm is intanally determined by the 
method or organising school management ( DRl !CK I; R. 1000 J. introduction or contempla
tion and meditation intn schools. collaboration u1· sclwols (ERCULJ. TRUNK-SIRCA, 
2000), school atmosphere. prevalence or 011e ur another teaching and learning style. qualit) 

5 hn mrnc. -.1...·1.. /.,\i,l·i. H 1..2•,11)(11 hju..:a!h,:l Jr11111 thL'. ,111!!i1,111(1]'11_!11...d p~111d til \IL'.\\ In /\nthrnpului,:ical Notcbth)k'.', Y-.:ar VL 
no I, pp (;_ J lJ 
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of communication between the participants of education (in particular. teachers and pupils); 
and c:xtcrnally, it is determined by the political and cultural environment6 . Education gives 
rise tu new tendencies, to a different school management, to creating a school and class 
atmosphere, to flexible organisation of work, to working together of teachers (team teach
ing). to implementation of new teaching. learning and thinking styles. /\rnong thi: changes 
in the relationship of school towards politics. national and local school policies should be 
mentioned as they support school autonomy, introduce patinership or parents in school 
management and organise schools in networks. 

The model of the last curricular reform - which was completed in Slov.:nia in 1999 
provides for a well-read, educated, functional human being and for a b.:ing adapted to 

the capitalist system as much as possible. It has been virtually impossible to reach an over
all national consensus regarding nationally-important educational objectives because the 
democratic educational and political cultures are not highly dcvl'loped 7. The Educational 
system in Slovenia enjoys the greatest popular support among the social subsystems. 
l-lenc..:. the public bdieves in the power or education and debates at least as much as it 
docs in the use of force. Anthropologically, this marks the beginning of giving preference 
tu :md acknowledging a learning human being (!at. homo educans) owr aggrcs,ivc human 
beings :1s,ening themselves by the poli\.') or power (!at. homo brutalis;. This is the basis 
rm imrie,n.:nting a school of rational argumentation instead of sclwol of memorising. The 
ne\\ curricula provide for transfrr of some rational (thinking) patterns but they do not suf
ficiently prD\ id.: for critical confrontation with the main social pr()bkms. and therefore 
till') do 1101 raise an independent personalit) but a mass of available people (URBANCIC, 
2000). lnstructiv.: ~ubjects are making a come-back through civic education. civic culture 
and also through ,,1111\:' ortional cuntents that can be fu1iher differentiated. 

Th.: holistic model opens up room for changes because it anticipates an) possible 
realisation. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that the current school system insuf
ficient!) implements the basis and i, insufficiently in conformity with a holistic human 
being, the whole human tradition and hence, the holistic ethical foundations for the life of a 
)oung p.:rson in modern society, in spite of the fact that it was published in the White Paper 
and adorkd in lzhodisca kurikularnc prenovc (the Outline of curricular reform) ( 1995) . 

.i\s \,e 1-ncm. the school S)Stem can be narrow, repressive and rigid or recepti\C. 
open and liberal in the democratic sense as it »compris..:s a broad range of humanistic 
and a11istic contents<< (SVETINA, 1989). In the Slovene schools, the characteristics of 
the tra11,111issive (mechanical. industrial) model arc rredominant despite some elements of 
the organic and cultural model. In terms of cveryda:-, problems. the int..:gral model V\ould 
be 1110\t cippropriatc; according to SVETINA ( 1989), only tho,e teachers in the Slovene 
,clwol for the nc:V\ millennium could implement it »who kno\\' how to create a real spir
itual en, irun111.:nt and encourage genuine spiritual grcm th« ( S VL·:TI NA, 1992: 23-l-235 ). 
111 impkmenting the holistic school paradigm, the focus is not lllt the co111radictory r.:iation 
\\ith the mechanical, Newtonian, Cartesian. industrial paradigm hul mainly on integrity of 
the old and ne\1 paradigm. 

6 hir tlh: 1cL1t1on"li1p bcl\\l·i.:-n 1!11.' '.:1111darit1-.::-i and d1lkn:n<.:i.::-; hl'.!v .. ccn r.:dLU.:at1t1n:il and pl1l1t1c,tl .... ultt111...· :-.i.:-: NU\/1\L. l3 !<,(JS 
()drn.1::- in,:d p!llit1Cn11 :11 i-,,.._·~b~,):--f..ci kultu1,, In SJ'RJ\JN, [) 11:d) Dru/bi.:nc :,p,c1111.:1nh1.,.• 111 111ll,1;1/c\,11q1.,.• l.Jubl_prn,L l\.:dat,!,i~ki 
l!L~l!!Ul pp ] ! .;;_ J ~S 

7 S1.,.•1.: T( )S N L"l di .1(J()!J \.·1 l.'dll()\L' , p1 clh)du I! SIU\ cn~l-.11 JJ\ 1t,> 11111cn1c I 'NU-) \J{)8 I Jubl_1.111.1 !!)\' CJMMK 
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The Slovene school has programme characteristics (of various degrees) of the 
transformational school paradigm, such as: (I) implementation of the integrated curricu
lum: (2) application of interactive communication in concentric circles: pupils and their 
teacher, teachers among themselves, teachers and the head-teacher, teachers and parents. 
school and environment; (3) consistent development of biological, psychosocial and spir
itual layers; (4) inter-institutional school ties (local community, enterprises. health centres. 
other schools); (5) modification of thinking, learning and teaching styles. 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW CULTURE OF ASSESSMENT IN THE NINE-YEAR 
PRIMARY SCHOOL AS AN EXAMPLE OF TRANSCENDING THE TRANSMISSIVE 
MODEL 

Modem school is knowledge-based; therefore, it matters hO\v pupils learn and hov, the 
knowledge acquired is assessed by teachers. Assessment comprises testing. which refers to 
determining knowledge. and assessment proper which refers to determining and evaluating 
the know ledge acquired. Assessment is an integral pan of educational process and I ike the 
curriculum, it determines the content and how it can be taught and learnt in school. It could 
be said that it significantly affects the quality of classes (BUC!K. 2001: 41-42). 

Assessment proper has various roles to perform in the school system: to distribute 
and select pupils, to direct teacher's \rnrk, provide information to parents on their child's 
achievements and provide school policy \\ith the same data. to monitor the attaining of 
national standards of knowledge. However, the central function of assessment is to promote 
quality learning (MARENTIC POZARN!K. 200 l: 55-56). It has to be established that in 
the cognitive model. the key factor of achievement in school is hO\\ pupils and teachers 
perceive learning circumstances. Assessment crucial I: intervenes betwec:n the »input char
acteristics<< of a pupil (capabilities. motivation) and his her school rc:sults: the teaching 
approach and quality of school results depend on assessment. Therefore, the quality (sus
tainabilit:, and applicability) of the pupil's knowledge acquired provide a basis for making 
conclusions regarding the quality of processes leading to the result. 

One or the objectives of the reform of the obligatory school is quality learning, 
teaching and assessment. Consequently, the evaluation study8 focused on examination of 
the quality of the assessment process. A questionnaire on teaching st1 les was designed. The 
sample consisted of 78 teachers of a subject at primary schools. of which 3 7 teachers were 
at the eight-year primary ,chool and 41 teachers at the nine-year school. 

Assessment raises about the crucial question of the: tc:achcr·s priorities in the 
assessment process: mere reproduction of the facts learnt or the reaction of pupils lO vari
ous problem-oricnted situations. The answers given by tcachcrs of eight-year and nine-) car 
primary schools to the questionnaires lead to the conclusion that the prefrrcnce is not given 
to the reaction of pupils to various problcm-oriented situations over the reproduction of 
facts learnt. Nevertheless. unlikc the tcachers of the eight-yc:ar schools, tcachc:rs or ninc
:> ear schools accept the challenges of a problem. A similar attitude of teachers wward the 

8 Thi:::. i:,;duat1l)!l stud: of thi.: l'vli1n-:.t1: uf Lducat1un. Sc1-:11c.: and Sprirt ur Sl1..1,·e111a (20CJ0-2(1ll~ J 1-.. c11utkd I iil' !llllhH't~rnce u! 
nnpk11h:1\t11it,'. llC\\ lr:,1rn111t'.. th1nklllt:! and kach111g st~lc-; tu t:a::;i: th1..· rn111d l)f pupils 1n th1.. n111e-:l..'..11 p11rna.ry schLhJI (p1rnc1pal 
1n,c,11~a101) ll NOV,\k co-opcralor, M IVt\NllS CiRMI:K, J KOI.LNCJ 
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quality of the knowledge gained is evident from the value assigned to learning by heart 
and reformulation. It is important whether a teacher requires pupils to learn by heart or 
encourages pupils to understand the content and to reformulate it. The teachers answer
ing the questionnaires were of the opinion that they give priority to reformulation of the 
contents learnt over learning by heart - in this case the teachers of i:ight-year school more 
frequently did answer that question positively than did their counterparts in the nine-year 
schools. Furthermore, a teachers' guiding pupils towards critical judgement is also impor
tant for the quality of learning. teaching and assessment. The teachers' answers point to a 
tendency to often assess attempts at indepi:ndent critical judgement. This tendency occurs 
mori: frequently with the nine-year school teachers. 

From the educational and anthropological aspect, the question of considering 
active participation of pupils in classes is relevant as far as assessment of pupils' knowl
edge is concerned. Many educational and didactical concepts suggest that it makes sense to 
involve pupils in the teaching process (development of partnership, of co-operative learn
ing, of critical thinking, of the interest in the subject, of good atmosphere, of dialogue etc.) 
On the basis of teachers· answers it can be concluded that teachers in assessment quite often 
take into account pupils' initiatives and co-operation - teachers of nine-year schools do so 
more often than their counterparts in the eight-year school. 

On the basis of comparison of teachers• answers of the eight-year schools and nine
year schools, it can be established that there are no statistically relevant differences between 
their answers. However, a tendency can be perceivt'.d with the nine-year school teachers 
who slightly more often than their counterparts of the eight-year school: encourage pupils 
to reformulate thi: learning contents, to try independent critical judgement and, in giving the 
mark. consider the pupil's participation and initiative-taking in the class. 

The mentioned differences in answers given by teachers of the eight-year school 
and of the nine-year school cannot be explained with total certainty. The difference can 
depend on the personal approach of a teacher, on the teacher's positive attitude and the atti
tude of the school management toward introducing nine-year schools. on the atmosphere at 
school. on the support of professional education of teachers-colleagues, parents and head
master. and on the influence of others factors that still have not been defined. 

CONCLUSION 

The school of transmission with its focus on memonsmg, non-reflective learning and 
mainly rational thinking cannot comprise all four of Delors's pillars of learning. This is 
possible only for a school of transformation teaching of creative and critical thinking. It can 
be proved at several levels of the school system that the Slovene school has still belonged 
to the transmissive and not yet to the transformational model. Democratic educational and 
political cultures are not yet highly developed. The Slovene public school is still predomi
nantly achievement-oriented. If the Slovene school should develop self-confident, tolerant, 
responsible. self-controlled, critically thinking, emancipated, educated and active citizens, 
who are nor only rational but also emotional beings, then they should learn holistically. 

The Cartesian school paradigm is a basis for a transmissive paradigm. It is sur
passed at many levels of learning (DRYDEN, VOS, J .• 2001), thinking (1-IENTIG, 1997), 
spiritual wisdom, teaching, thinking and learning styles and other didactical innovations 
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which contribute to a better quality of education. Nevertheless, it seems that in public 
schools a dual personality is predominant, meaning that homo educator and homo educans 
are still divided, ~imilarly to the process of teaching at school and the process or learning 
at the pupil"s home. 

In conclusion. it could be said that implementation of the new nine-year primar:, 
school gives rise to new anthropological and educational questions. But a final answer 
cannot be given just yet. The primary school is to bc:come more complex. As long as it 
folilm s the lines oftransfonnation to a more stable democracy, and development of educa
tional (school) and political cultures, the educational anthropology can help it by assigning 
theoretical reason to actual teaching; on the other hand the educational anthropology thus 
faces new diallengcs. However. if the school is static - at some segments it has to be·· the 
educational anthropology can just reitc:rate the well-known standpoints. 
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POVZETEK · em 

Ra;,voj .fo/e v ~meri purcial11e a/i celovite, tra11.rn1isijske a/i tramji,rmacijske, melw11ske 

ali ho/istii'ne paradigme je odvisen od odgovura 1111 o.rnovno antropolo.1:ko vprafonje, 

ali fola v:.goja in izobra:uje ra:.dvojeno, illlfivid1111lno Novesko oselmu.H ali ce/o

vitu in integrativno. Vprafonje je, ali je odprt, omejen in smrte11 i'/m•ek lahko celm·it. 

Celovitemu i'/oveku ustreza le ceflwita edukacija . . l\'aI 1111me11 je presoditi, 11/i je lwrik11-

l11rn11 reji1rma, ki se je ko11i'ala 1999, izpo.Hm•ila kore11it 1mlropolo.1:ki preobrat od ra:.d

voje11eg11 k celovicemu i'loveku, ki se zrca/i v od11osu med Je obstojeco osemletno in 1ww1 

n11st11j11joi'o devetletno osnovno fo/o. 

S primerjavo ui!nih, poui!evalnih in mislje11jskih stilov v osemletki in devetletki 11a 
i:.br1111em, 1111111j.frm slucajnem v:.orcu 3 devetletk in 3 usemletk .rnw .1kufoli ugo1111·i1i, 

a/i so se :.nai'ilnosti transmisijskega 111odela iole ze v i'em spremenile in v cem naj hi 

se, da bi c/ovek kot homo et!umtor in homo educandus, poui'ernlno in ui'de .1e hitje 

lahko pojavljal celoviteje. 

V tra11.1ji1rmacij.~ki foli bvdo poutel'll!ni .~tili postavfjeni 1• i•logu ui!enja 1• llllJ.1'11"Se111 
smis/11 :. uporabo takfoih jleksibil11ih sti/ov pmll'evanja, misljenja in ui'enja, ki 

vkliui'ujejo i·ei' ravni hivanja in ne le eno npr. racionalno 11/i e111pirii'110. l:.hajali 

.rnw i:. opazavanja didakticnih izvedb oz. izboljsai· pouka enega 11art11•oslol'llega, 
druf.ho.,tovnega in jezikoslovnega predmeta 1111 0111e11je11ih Jestih !iolah, pri i!e111er .rnw 

se opirali 1111 interpretacijo empirii!nega raziskovalnega i11stru111entacij11 kot so ankete 

in intervjuji za ui'itelje in ucence. 

Vei'ina osnovnih fol v Sloveniji je trenutno se osemletk. Kurikulama reji1r11111 se fr 
ni prav prijela. Zato enoznacnega odgovora 1111 zastavljeno vprafonje fr ni11111mo. 

Spodhudno pa je, da je nwgoce op11ziti znamenja transformacijskih procesov ;:e z1111traj 

osemletne ornovne fole, ceprav je i•erjetno, t!a je transmisijski model wradi znanih 

pogojev se prevladujoi!. 

KLJUCNE BESEDE: transrnisijska paradigma sole, transformacijska paradigma sole. kriricno 

misljenje, ucenje, osnovna solo, pedagoska antraoologija 
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